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This issue features work by some incredibly intelligent contributors. Not only are they skilled in their
chosen artistic mediums, but most of them hold or are
pursuing degrees in higher education. Two of these folks
are current PhD’s and two more are on their way!
An impressive bunch, these are people who understand the value of knowledge. They are people who use
their intellect as a means to lift others up, as opposed to
leverage for superiority. As a two-time community college dropout, I value these people and others like them
who encourage us to think bigger and further ahead,
whereas many in their positions are content dangling
that carrot and watching us dance.
Important individuals, they are willing to help us
shake our fears through understanding. We fear our
own histories, we assume enemies lurk across cultural
divides, we destroy ourselves and those around us in the
name of protection from horrors that don’t often exist at
threatening levels.
Education comes from many places, but only if
we’re open to it, and only if the educated are also willing
to educate. High-tech weaponry advancements are cool
and all, but people are the future, and I shudder at the
thought of a nation whose bombs are smarter than its
populace.
Josh Smith
&
Your pals at Bedlam Publishing
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How to be

a

Kelley A Pasmanick

Well Adjusted
Disabled Person

For Bubba, who wholeheartedly supported my exploration of conceptual humor.
Without your encouragement, this essay would not have been written, let alone published.

I

would like to preface this brief yet generous contribution of lessons learned and
tricks of the trade of disabledom1 by saying
I am writing this because nobody has yet,
and it’s about damn time somebody did. I
also preface this by saying that I am not a
well-adjusted disabled person. There was
never a guide whose purpose was to illustrate for me how to be one. Now there is.
You’re welcome.

I have cerebral palsy, a congenital neuromuscular defect. This is just a pedantic
way of saying I was born this way, and no,
I did not rip off Lady Gaga. However, upon
further reflection, using the word pedantic
is pedantic, but I digress. I was born with cerebral palsy which has for thirty years rendered me orthopedically impaired and, well,
rather cerebral. As such, I certify that I’m
qualified to write this palsy politique.

It is with this same self-certitude that
I assure you of the nondisabled’s propensity
toward political correctness. Just as my cerebral palsy has made me cerebral, the nondisabled’s intense desire to level the playing
Spell check indicates that disabledom is not a
word, but I learned in graduate school that I can
define my own terms, so disabledom is not only
a word but is defined as follows: Disabledom is a
noun, meaning the state of being disabled.

1
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field between us and them has made them
communicatively cautious, rendering them
politically correct. They are doing their best
to be well-adjusted nondisabled people, and
now, thanks to me, you can respond in kind
by expecting their propensity to be politically correct.
Example:

reminders and demystifications of empathy:
A. The nondisabled person is attempting
to relate to you.
B. The nondisabled person perceives his
or her question to be a positive query, an
affirmation of your success(es) as a disabled person.
C. Acknowledge A and B.

Nondisabled Person: Tell me about
yourself.
Disabled Person (you, or in this case
me because if you knew what to say, you
wouldn’t be reading this and you would have
written it yourself, but you didn’t): I pursued
my undergraduate studies at the University of Denver, double majoring in Creative
Writing and Literary Studies and minoring
in Spanish, graduating cum laude. I also
have a Master of Fine Arts degree in Creative
Writing, and I’m a published author, having
published fiction and creative nonfiction.
Nondisabled Person: My, you’re very handicapable, aren’t you?
I interject here before continuing with
our example in order to offer some friendly

Since I’m clairvoyant, I’ll list your inevitable responses and my subsequent reaction to them:
You: That term makes me uncomfortable. Handicapable? Really? It’s a bit reductive, isn’t it?
Me: Yes, handicapable. Accept it.
You: How?
How, indeed:
a. Answer the nondisabled person in the
affirmative, emitting positivity, just as he
or she did when initially inquiring about
you. (i.e. Yes.)
b. Restate the nondisabled person’s term
in your answer to him or her in order to
show him or her that you realize he or she

is making an effort to undermine the stigma of your disability. (i.e. handicapable.)
c. Embrace the nondisabled person’s
choice to disable his or her diction by applying the term to form other parts of speech.
(i.e. Turn handicapable, an adjective, into a
noun.)
It is with these three aforementioned
strategies of how to accept the nondisabled’s
propensity to be politically correct that I return to our original example.
Nondisabled Person: Tell me about
yourself.
Disabled Person (you, or in this case
me because if you knew what to say, you
wouldn’t be reading this, and you would
have written it yourself, but you didn’t): I
pursued my undergraduate studies at the
University of Denver, double majoring in
Creative Writing and Literary Studies and
minoring in Spanish, graduating cum laude.
I also have a Master of Fine Arts degree in
Creative Writing, and I’m a published author, having published fiction and creative
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nonfiction.
Nondisabled Person: My, you’re very
handicapable, aren’t you?

The new collection from Patty Somlo!

Now apply what we’ve learned, and put
it all together. If done correctly, you’ll end
up with a most appropriate response:
Disabled Person: Yes, I am very handicapable—very handicapable of popping a
handicap in your ass.
Like, I said, expect, accept, and embrace.

Kelley A Pasmanick is a thirty year old woman
with cerebral palsy from Atlanta, Georgia. She
lives and works in Napa Valley, California as an
advocate for individuals with disabilities. Pasmanick’s work has appeared in Wordgathering,
Squawk Back, Praxis Magazine, and The Mighty.

The eighteen stories in “The First to Disappear” offer
a new literature that reflects back to us the rapidly
changing circumstances of 21st Century life. Moving,
yet often funny, Patty Somlo performs magic, slipping seamlessly into the heart of hot-button issues—
immigration, terrorism and climate change—while
borders between nations and the animal and human
realms disappear before our very eyes.

Click to order the paperback!
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Coming
Up
Hassan Riaz

W

hen they’d dropped Cena off in the mangy interior of Chiapas four days
ago, he’d thought that he was well on his way to returning to his old life.

All he had to do was research his route,
scrape up the necessary funds, find a coyote
to push his way back to the land of the free
and home of the brave, and collect his cash.
In Guadalajara, with 1,300 kilometers of distance between himself and his starting point,
he’d hooked up with a slim, dark-haired waitress who barely reached his shoulder. He’d
sat night after night on a red wooden stool
drinking warm beers and eating palm-sized
tacos at her beat-up but trafficked restaurant,
the digital stare of a camera lens focused on
him, and he found himself lengthening his
stay so she could take him to one more discoteca, one more night of her standing on
her tiptoes and kissing him, one more night
of her whispering professions of desire in his
ear with her tourist-honed English. When he
received an update from the producers on his
two-way on his third night in Guadalajara,
he saw that he wasn’t yet out of the running.

Everyone seemed to be stuck or taking longer than expected, so he pulled Ixchel aside
after another night of drinking and dancing
and melting into the periphery. The promise
of money was more relevant now, the return
of his old life more likely, and he told her
that he was leaving. She wrapped her arms
around his lower back, pulled him close,
and said that she wanted to go with him. He
glanced at the cameraman and boom operator, both of whom shrugged in indifference,
before looking into her large, pleading eyes,
and saying, sure, why not, let’s go, vamanos.
Now he was here, trudging along the
streets of Acaponeta, still 1,300 kilometers
away from Imuris, where he was supposed
to hop aboard a dusty, canopied truck with a
dozen other like-minded, opportunity-loving individuals, and get dropped off at Sasabe before making one final push across the
rocky, dusty desert and back into the States.
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But now that he had Ixchel by his side, he
knew that he would have to change his plans
because the money that he’d been able to win
four days ago in Chiapas wasn’t going to be
enough to grant passage for the two of them.
He didn’t know what the others were
doing about funds but guessed that all of
them had been able to scrape up something,
somehow, because even passing through required ends: money for water and tacos and
beer and anti-diarrheal meds and dingy motel rooms that reeked of stale sex and body
odor. His time here hadn’t been pleasant.
Not only was he worn out from the travel,
heat, and rubbery food, but he was angry at
the producers for not being forthright. Although they hadn’t placed him on that singing show or the one where everyone lived
together and had orgies in a house on a studio back lot, they’d placed him on this shit,
and now he and nine others were supposed
to come up through Mexico and cross the
border through the Sonora, their backpacks
depleted of everything except for a hundred bucks, which was just enough money,
the producers said, so that they wouldn’t be

completely stuck and the show wouldn’t totally suck.
Check the box: white, black, Asian, Hispanic, Native American, Pacific Islander.
Check the box: non-Hispanic white,
non-Caribbean black, non-South Asian
Asian, non-Caucasian Hispanic.
Check the box: non-white white, nonblack black, non-Asian Asian, non-Hispanic
Hispanic.
He’d hesitated on these questions on
the screening application, not because he’d
been unsure as to where he belonged, but
he’d been uncertain as to what the producers
had wanted, whether it was vanilla or chocolate or pistachio, or something in between.
Ultimately, though, he must’ve marked off
the right choice, even though he couldn’t remember what he’d put, because here he was,
everything and nothing all at once, artificially off the grid, aiming for the gold.
Ixchel squeezed his hand as if sensing
his distance, and he turned and looked at
her. “I’m okay,” he said.
“I’m happy,” she said.
“Yeah?”

“Yes. I’m happy to be going with you.
California, Anaheim, Disneyland.”
“I’m happy, too.”
He let her lead him through a plaza,
though a throng of peddlers, artisans, and
tourists, and towards a small but outwardly
tidy inn where he told the overweight, balding, mustached man behind the counter that
he needed a room for him and his señora for
the night. He reached into the front pocket
of his frayed, grubby jeans, pulled out 700
pesos, which was more than double what
he’d been paying for rooms before she’d become a part of the equation, and handed it
to the man, while the cameraman and boom
operator recorded it all.

He was right about the money—it
wouldn’t be enough—and as he realized this
yet again, after spending another night with
Ixchel and her garbled but endearing English, he told her that he wasn’t going back.
The two of them were staying here together. He felt her stiffen against his side where
she was lying in the crook of his arm, the
overhead fan of another anonymous motel
10

room spinning slowly above them, before
saying, “Papi,” her voice sweet but stern, her
English improving by the hour, “let’s not decide until the morning.” She slid away from
his flank, pulled herself on top of him, and
made him forget about everything—the
gambling debts awaiting him back in Anaheim, the inanity of this trip, his impending
divorce—except for her. When he woke up
the next day, the noon sun beating at him
through the thin, tattered curtains, he saw
that she was already out of bed, dressed, and
handing him his pager. He forced himself
out of the sheets, got dressed, and rang the
crew in the nearby room to tell them that he
was ready to start his day.
They drank café and ate pan at the inn
before hopping into another makeshift taxi
for hire. She leaned into him, and he was
glad she was here, but he needed more money, especially now. Before Ixchel, he’d at least
had enough to get himself across, currently
he didn’t even have that. The motels and food
and taxi rides for two had eaten away at his
winnings, and he wasn’t sure that anybody
would take him—let alone him and her—

across the Sonora for the small amount of
money that he’d been able to hold onto. He’d
inquired along the way about crossing without assistance, and always he’d received the
same response: What are you talking about,
jefe? You don’t need a coyote. Her, yes. But you,
no. You’re a gringo. Show them your passport,
jefe.
They stopped for a late lunch or maybe an early dinner in Culiacàn, where he’d
learned there might be action, and after they
finished their asada he approached the bartender, asked about directions, and tipped
him twenty US dollars. He asked Ixchel to
wait at the cantina, because it was a better
place for her, he reasoned, than the spot to
where he was headed. She wouldn’t let him
leave. She wouldn’t let go of his elbow. She
pushed her beautiful face towards the camera and insisted that she go with him, together, juntos, just like they talked about.
Although he was reluctant to show her his
other side, he acquiesced, because he saw
how the guys in sombreros and their overweight, under-clothed, heavily made up
women were already starting to leer at Ix-

chel, his girl, as if she were the stranger in a
strange land. He felt his chest puff, his pride
swell, and he allowed her to follow him away
from the bar and a mile down the street, towards the dusty lean-to on the corner while
the entire street stared at them—the gringo
and la muñeca and their two-man television
crew.

The first fight was expectedly brutal:
two full-breeds locking onto each other’s
throats simultaneously, clamping down on
fur and muscle and tendons until they both
hit pay dirt. Blood leaked from each of their
vessels and matted their bodies. They were
locked in a distorted lover’s embrace, holding
onto existence even as they faded, the owners and the pit judge waiting it out. Finally
the dog with the single functional eye fell,
convulsing, and the whole thing was over.
Half the audience was happy and shouting
and the other half was angry and cursing.
Cena flinched but gathered himself with a
reminder that money was at stake and a new
life, free of debt and full of excitement, hope,
and his new girl, was waiting for him. He
11

concentrated, studying the rest of the lineup,
as Ixchel stared into the crowd, her grip on
his elbow faltering, the camera lens closer to
them now, the musty heat becoming more
intense, and shut everything out, because he
had shit he needed to do, wagers to place,
money to make.
Besides, he was starting to get into this,
just like he had a few days ago when he’d discovered these places in Chiapas in the pre-Ixchel days. He was beginning to feel that familiar, jittery feeling of adrenaline. Whether
it was ponies or greyhounds or—as he was
finding out—pit bulls, he was good at evaluating, betting, picking winners. His previous bad streak, when he’d eaten through his
ex-wife’s small largesse that her parents had
left her before they’d croaked, was just that, a
momentary period of bad luck. Now he was
coming up again.
As he meditated on his picks, the sport
of the fights shone through for him, and he
stared, transfixed, at the action, his makeshift wager tickets clutched in his hand, his
American accent rising above the din, his
soul coming to life again, his victory guar-

anteed in his mind. When he was done, after
having won all three matches, he collected
his pesos quickly and left even more quickly,
pulling Ixchel along by the wrist, not waiting for the crew to catch up. He led her outside, over the uneven, unmarked pavement
and down the street, towards a beat up taxi,
before the locals could figure out what was
happening.

They fought for the first time that night
in Guasave. At least initially, he could understand her irritation. She was under as
much stress as he, living out of taxis and
strange rooms and racing the clock, so he
tried to ignore the way she pulled his hand
away from his, and the way she resisted his
embrace and went into the door-less, dingy
bathroom when they entered the next motel
room. He leaned against the jamb, watching
her apply makeup to her face in exact strokes,
and sighed, before apologizing in Spanish
and English and then Spanish again for the
fact that she’d had to see the dogs that way.
He knew that a better life was awaiting them
both when they finished the show. She re-

mained in front of the small, streaked, circular mirror, doing herself up with red lipstick
and black eyeshadow without response.
He’d spent too much time in his life in
this exact position. He was always on the
wrong side of “sorry.” He’d always been stuck
outside of the bathroom while his ex did
herself up for a threatened night out without him. He couldn’t fathom going through
that same shit again, day after day and week
after week. He muttered under his breath in
English loudly enough for her to hear him,
turned, and left the motel.
While he drank cervezas at the neighboring cantina, he considered throwing up
his hands, leaving Ixchel behind, forgetting
the show and its promises, and simply crossing, walking up to the turnstile at Nogales,
nodding at the border agent, and using his
American-ness to get back home. After all,
even though the producers had taken his
passport, he was a citizen, and he was sure
that somebody—maybe an agent at the border or a clerk at the embassy—would help
him out and bring him back to the orderliness and predictability of Anaheim, the
12

drive-thru burger joints and quadruple blade
shaving razors and cars with smog checks.
He knew that he couldn’t. He wouldn’t
let his ex get the better of him. She’d mocked
him when he’d told her about his plan to
settle his debts. But he didn’t care about her
disrespect today, not anymore, because he
needed to move on as well. Today he wasn’t
her ex-anything. Today he was just another
guy trying to earn some dough so that he
could be with his new true love, and when
the time was right, find a perfectly sized
three bedroom house back in Orange County—master bedroom, den, bedroom for the
future kids—with a tidy, well-kept lawn,
and place in the back to put a barbecue.
He knew that he would have to start looking for a place soon, because the pad he had
back in Anaheim wasn’t his, at least not for
too much longer, not after his soon to be
ex-wife’s attorneys got done with him. The
whole thing was bullshit, really, just another
way for her to get on his case, fuck with his
mind, and make him unhappy. She’d conveniently looked the other way when he’d
been winning and taking her to Santa Bar-

bara or Cabo for the weekend and buying
her jeans that were marked up 700% over
cost and rings she’d never wear. Of course,
she hadn’t voiced any objections when he’d
taken her to Vegas two years ago, came up
twenty grand and bought her a platinum
watch and a two-karat diamond ring and
whisked her away to the chapel and married her, no prenuptial agreement or anything. But when he’d hit an unlucky streak a
year ago and had to dip into her fun money,
she’d gone berserk. She hadn’t been able to
handle the momentary cessation in her lifestyle. Her anger hadn’t been about, as she’d
pretended, the phone calls in the evenings
and early mornings from blocked numbers
or unexpected visitors showing up at their
house or his nights away from home as he’d
tried to right himself or her peace of mind
and physical wellbeing. It’d been about the
money, or brief lack thereof, and nothing
else. Gambling hadn’t been the real problem
in their relationship. She had been the problem. Her duplicity. Her hypocrisy.
He stumbled in the dark when he got
back to the room, staggering into bed where

Ixchel was already lying, her body twisted away from him and facing the wall. He
kicked off his sneakers, pulled the belt out
of his jeans, and panted, the warmth from
the alcohol still stifling him. He could tell by
her quiet breathing that she wasn’t sleeping.
Unlike his ex, she’d been waiting for him to
return, and this knowledge gave him both
a sense of satisfaction and another burst of
love for her. She cared, was affected by their
discord, and wanted their new life as bad as
he did.
“I’m sorry,” he said, forgoing the Spanish so that she could feel the sincerity of the
tone of his words in his own language. He
rested his arm on her hip. She didn’t respond
but she also didn’t slide away from him. He
repeated himself, and this time she acquiesced. She turned towards him, bridging
their emotional and physical distance.
“You won’t leave me, no?” she said, her
face done up in a splurge of accented beauty.
“We’re going to your home, no? California,
no? Anaheim, no? Disneyland, no?”
He edged closer to her, pulling her towards him via the nape of her sweat-moist13

ened neck. He kissed her, transfixed by the
curve of her eyelid, length of her lashes,
and straightness of her teeth. He pushed
all thoughts of his ex out of his mind, and
said, “We’re going home.” It felt good to have
someone by his side again so he added, “together.”

The money didn’t last this time either,
because now that he had some cash in his
pocket, her tastes for extravagance grew—
hotels with starched linens, tequilas from
the remotest parts of Jalisco and Tamaulipas, spiny lobsters from Puerto Nuevo—and
because he was in love and wanted to calm
her moodiness, he indulged her desires,
continually letting the money slide out of his
fingers and across the counter and into the
palm of another smiling, beckoning merchant. When they stopped to rest in a small
pueblo abutting the Sierra Madre Occidental, she became irritated. They stood outside
the entrance of the pueblo’s only accommodations, a three-room house that doubled as
an inn, and she chastised him for choosing
this dump of a place for their overnight re-

spite, arguing that they should’ve stopped
hours ago in a real ciudad for a real night
and a real dinner and real baila and real tequila, not this pinche lugar de nada. He relented and convinced the widowed owner of
the house to call her nephew to drive them
north to the desert town of Guaymas where
he settled his bill with the driver and spent
more money for a rundown hotel that was
overcharging him because of his American
accent and basic Spanish.
Stressed about money, he woke up before she and the crew and went to the cantina, where he sat in a dark, poorly ventilated dump a tick before nine in the morning,
preparing himself for the day with a couple
of longnecks. He asked the bartender where
the action was, and the man with a disinterested shrug of the shoulders told him to
check the circle in the middle of town. He
gave the bartender an American-sized tip
and left to grab Ixchel from the hotel.
He felt her hesitation even though she
was silent, or maybe because of it, as they
took a taxi to the venue, but he didn’t want
to leave her behind, not now, not when they

were this close. Every minute was precious,
the difference between nothing and everything. Plus, he wanted her by his side, her
hand always pressed into his, their thoughts
intermingling even if their words weren’t,
their pheromones and odors of travel united. This was how love was supposed to be:
complete and unconditional and unfailing.
The place, another rundown shack that
reeked of animals and sweat and shit, was
rougher than the others had been, but he
didn’t mind because he wasn’t here for the
spectacle. As he left Ixchel, who was apprehensive and distracted, near the rickety entrance and went to seek out the pit boss, he
heard the crew calling his name. They told
him to wait and hold on a minute, because,
surprise, surprise, they wanted some action
as well. He turned around, nodded, and
grabbed the money from their outstretched
hands.
When he returned to the crew with the
red paper tickets in his fist, his heart already
accelerating and mind clear, he pointed at
the first two picks, and the crew nodded in
agreement, as if those would’ve been their
14

selections as well. When he showed them
the underdog, an almost blind, gray pit bull
named Tampoco, with a dozen gashes along
its throat and face who’d obviously seen
better days, they lowered their equipment,
shook their heads, and asked him in a tone
annoyingly close to that employed by his
ex-wife, why he was throwing their money
away. He stared at them, shook his head, and
wishing that he’d been as forthright with his
ex as he was going to be with these two losers, told them to stop being bitches. No guts,
no glory. No balls, no busting a nut.
The first two fights, even though they
were bloody, were easy and quick. The crew,
having recovered from their initial hesitation, cheered and clapped him on the back as
flesh flew and dogs fell and their picks won.
He was bored during these fights. The outcomes were too inevitable since they were
semi-fixed by the pairing of giant to longtime loser, and it wasn’t until the third fight
that he came to life. Although the underdog,
the grizzled, deformed Tampoco, was dominated throughout the duration of the fight,
he wouldn’t go down, no matter how deep

his gashes were and how much blood he
lost. This is what Cena had seen when he’d
surveyed the dog. He’d seen past its current
condition and noted its tenacity. Each one of
its scars was testament to its perseverance.
By the end of the four minute battle, the opponent, its fatigue splattered across its body
in blood and saliva, had nothing left to give,
and Tampoco, sensing this, locked onto the
other dog’s glistening throat one last time,
piercing its teeth into the dog’s essence. The
owner of the dog, his lips curved downward
into a disgusted snarl, threw in the towel. The
crowd, which obviously had wagered heavily on the favorite, whistled in discontent as
a small army of handlers unlocked Tampoco from its opponent and the owner dragged
the losing dog to the corner and kicked it in
its ribs.
They didn’t stay for the other fights,
even though he had a strong urge to do so,
reminding himself there was more at stake
here than just a dogfight at $15,000 pesos a
pop. There was first place, a cool hundred
grand in U.S. dollars, more than enough to
pay off those guys from Santa Ana who’d

become progressively less playful and more
forceful about his balance over the past few
months. He searched for Ixchel and found
her hunched into a corner, obscured by a
shadow, her body tense and her face pale.
He peeled her off of the wall and said, “We’re
done, mi amor.”
The boss sneered at Cena and the crew
and especially at Ixchel as they approached
him to collect their winnings. He reached
into his leather knapsack as the fights continued behind him, the crowd growing more
disorderly and angrier with each wager lost,
before withdrawing a stack of multicolored
pesos and handing it over to Cena. Cena
thumbed through the money and knew,
even before he’d finished counting, that the
guy was shortchanging him. He glanced at
the crew, who seemed to understand as well,
and then around him before loosening his
grip from Ixchel’s clammy hand. He smiled.
He edged closer, his body shot through with
adrenaline and victory, his confidence soaring, and elbowed the fucker in the nose. The
guy’s nasal cartilage cracked, bright blood
splattered the air, Cena’s forearm went mo15

Cena thumbed through the money and knew,
even before he’d finished counting, that the
guy was shortchanging him. He glanced at
the crew, who seemed to understand as well,
and then around him before loosening his
grip from Ixchel’s clammy hand. He smiled.
mentarily numb from the impact, and the
man staggered backwards before tripping on
his own feet. Cena snatched the boss’ undistributed stack of pesos and grabbed Ixchel
by the forearm, pulling her along, as he and
the crew ran out of the hot, humid space, and
outside into the piercing light of the day and
down the street and into an empty taxi as
everyone, except for Ixchel, who was stiffly
quiet beside him, told the fat, balding cabbie
to drive, maneje, rapidamente, away.

As they retired to their room in Hermosillo, after another backbreaking day on
the road, stuck in a piece of shit on wheels
that somehow passed as a taxi, she retreated to the far side of the bed. As he tried to
coax her back using what he considered to

be gentle, loving intonations, she
edged even farther away until half
of her body was hanging over the
side of the thin, hard mattress. He
placed his hand on the muscular
knot of her shoulder, but she jerked away, and muttered something.
Cena, tired of her instant moodiness, cursed under his breath, rolled off of
the bed, threw on one of his two pairs of
jeans and left.
When he returned a little after four in
the morning, the noise of the city had finally
gone. His anger had numbed and his mind
had cleared by three beers and four shots of
tequila and his night regrettably resembled
the last six months he’d spent with this ex.
He kicked off his clothes, slid into the almost white, almost crisp linen of their fullsized bed, and pushed his way beside her. He
kissed the nape of her neck, getting a mouthful of her faintly musty hair in the process,
and said, “Let’s stop this.”
“Are you done?” she said.
He blinked, and almost understood her.
He moved closer to her, bringing his body

flat against hers, pulling his arms around her
torso, feeling the tension in her body, and
said, even though he didn’t know exactly to
what he was responding, “Yeah.”
And although she didn’t turn around,
at least she stopped scooting away from him,
and he took her willingness to stay in close
proximity to him as a sign that their second
argument was over. Everything between the
two of them was okay again.

Nothing was better the next day. In
Imuris, as they sat for lunch at a roadside
cantina, he tried to talk to her and tell her
about himself, especially since she didn’t
know much about him yet, but she stared
at her tacos and fiddled with the top of her
almost empty bottle of beer. Wanting to resume their relationship, he tried to entice
her by talking about them and their new
life together in Orange County and how
they would be happy with their little house
and picket fence and future kids, but she remained unmoved. She buried her face into
her chest and her fingers picked at the gristly
meat in front of her. Her body somehow tilt16

ed perfectly away from him and towards the
camera.
He felt stupid and let his anger out. He
ripped into her. She turned her head away
and stared at the Chivas game playing on the
small but bulky TV. He stood up, tired not
only of her stubbornness but of that of all
women, and told her that he was done with
this bullshit, and he was going to the edge of
Sasabe via pickup and then across the desert
without her. He turned away.
“I’m sorry,” she said, her voice small
and strained. “Tell me about our home. California. Anaheim. Disneyland.”
Because he didn’t really want to leave
without her, he did. He told her about the
perfectly paved roads and masterfully designed residential neighborhoods and convenient shopping and freeway access and
water that they could drink out of the tap
without fear of shitting in their pants all day
and mild weather and strong public school
system and general law and orderliness and
flat screen TVs and casual dining and The
Happiest Place on Earth. When he was ready
to tell her about the other stuff as well—

the less glamorous shit, the $70K debt, the
wannabe thugs bugging him, his divorce,
his ungrateful ex—he saw her reaching out
for him, and realized that he didn’t need to
say anything more. She was back by his side
again.
“Okay,” she said, her face still flexed
into her sternum, her body still angled away
from him. “Vamanos.”
Then they were on the road again, lovers and soul mates, hopping aboard a downtrodden diesel dually with the crew and a
score of locals, heading to the outskirts of
Sasabe, where they were only one coyote-led
march across the Sonora from the end.

He wasn’t first, or second, or even third,
he knew that. He felt it in his gut. When
he and Ixchel, both of them exhausted,
dropped out of the mountains and into the
desert south of Tucson, just beyond the arc
of the Santa Ritas, after two days of walking
through the heat with dozens of others, all
of them led by Mexican teenagers for $2,000
a head, he saw the massive blue tent and infestation in the distance: dozens of men and

women in T-shirts and tank tops and jeans,
cameras hoisted to their eyes, microphones
gripped in their hands, ready and waiting,
everybody looking like everybody else, the
producers flitting around, talking loudly,
laughing, pointing, and waving their hands
at everything. He reached out and touched
Ixchel’s hand, doing his best to nonverbally reassure her that even if he hadn’t won,
they would be okay, because they were finally here, back in the States, only a rental car
and a ten hour trek across the 10 separating
them from their new life together.
When he finally did enter the tent with
Ixchel, her steps slower and more labored
than they’d been at any time previous, he
knew for sure that he was right. He hadn’t
won or even come close. He recognized too
many of the people strewn about the chairs:
the attorney and medical student and two
wannabe models turned wannabe actresses
and even the commercial real estate broker.
He was sixth, at best, and out of the real money, going home with only $1,000. Even so, he
probably wasn’t going to end up even with
that much, because he was sure that his ex17

wife was going to find a way to get her grubby hands on most of it. As he collapsed on
the floor, beneath one of the mist machines,
a production assistant spotted him, rushed
over, and handed him a moist toilette and a
bottle of water, before yelling out to the producers that the last one had finally arrived.
“Last,” Ixchel said. “Last place. Tenth.”
Cena looked up at her, his eyes empty,
his body defeated, and said, “Yeah,” and was
about to add, At least we still have each other,
but two fresh cameramen hustled over and
pointed their lenses in his face and one of
the producers was guffawing and clapping
him on the back and telling him that he’d
done great, just great, especially by bringing
the girl back with him, and then Ixchel was
turning away from him and walking out of
the tent and towards one of the white, mobile trailers outside.

When he was done yelling and cursing
and spitting at the crew, he collapsed in the
producer’s wicker chair, and they brought
the thirty page contract over, placed it on
the modern aluminum desk, and told him

that they hadn’t done anything to which he
hadn’t agreed. He tried to read the document, just so he could focus on something
and clear his mind, but couldn’t. His head
hurt and the tent was spinning and he was
seeing double. Nothing was clear, everything
remained foggy. He stared at the producers,
trying to focus on them, and thought about
taking them out, anybody and everybody,
fuck them all, but his body wasn’t willing,
not after having spent two days in the desert,
even if his mind was.
The producers droned on, telling him
that they were going to edit out the dogfights, of course, because America and the
sponsors weren’t ready for that yet, but even
so, he was going to get a lot of airtime, because of that Bonnie thing, or Ixchel thing,
or whatever you wanted to call her. Plus, she
did great, she had star power, she was going
to be a bright spot of the show, a genuine
up and comer. Don’t worry, they added, it
wasn’t totally scripted—they were sure that
she maybe she did like him, at least to some
degree, or else she wouldn’t have put up with
all of his bullshit and hiked through the des-

ert with him and even fucked him a time
or few, because nobody could act that well,
could they?
He pushed himself to his feet, his legs
wobbly, his steps unsure, and waddled out of
the tent and towards her trailer as the crew
and producers watched him. He knocked on
the flimsy sheet metal door and called out
her name. She didn’t respond. He knocked
again and called out her name again, repeating the whole thing over and over, dutifully
patient, until he saw two thick-necked security guards with shaved heads and goatees
coming his way. He pounded on the door,
using every last bit of energy he had and
shouted, telling her to hurry up, open up,
abre la puerta. The show was over and time
was running out. They had to go home to
California, to Anaheim, to Disneyland, so
that they could start their new life together,
no?
Hassan Riaz is a physician, financier, and writer.
His fiction has appeared in Slice Magazine, Perceptions Literary Magazine, and Paragraph Line,
among several others. He lives in Los Angeles and
can be reached at hassanusc@gmail.com.
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Blue Corn Pancakes
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she nudges me, points her chin to the stack of blue corn pancakes “eat,”
simple one word command. humbled, it’s tradition; she feeds, i feast.
lick the maple syrup from my bright pink lips, chokecherry gravy in my blue
enamel camp dish, coffee is black, strong and thick
she seasons her cast iron skillet, sings song about wanting me to stay over
the holiday. she snickers over the kitchen sink, “you’re like
blue corn pancakes, enit?”—i’m not sure what she means, she giggles and
tells me i’m different, that’s all i’ll ever be, probably.
my flesh has wrapped itself around a barbed wire spine, it rests atop
boundaries and well defined lines. i was born with too many ribs,
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they cage a box that beats, hard and quick. there is a hollowed out womb that
sits underneath my emptied out cavities, she calls me blue corn
girl, they call me by my english name, everyone tangles words around their
tongue, between their incisors, sinks teeth into
sweetness. something different, something filling, wash me down with
campfire coffee, with chokecherry gravy, with holidays
to celebrate manifest destiny, with jokes and giggles, poking fun at the one
who doesn’t belong. but those blue corn pancakes…
they humble you, bring you to your knees. dripping with maple syrup it’s
tradition; you feast, we feed. second helpings, the want
the desire, the craving…it comes so easily. everyone loves blue corn pancakes.
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If He Reads
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Bukowski
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don’t let him stick his cock inside of you. listen and nod while he reaches inside of himself, trying to pull pieces of you, and all of the other moments out.
stop watching sunsets lakeside, and from your kayak on the open water, stop thinking about the curve
his lips form when he says your name—do you remember the time you were nine years old, and you
had stitches in the bottom of your right foot? the nurse, who carried you to the emergency room
clutched a handful of your ass and you were too shocked to be in pain? that! was the moment you chose
to hate what womanhood might bring.

four years after, while having stitches, yet again, this time across your throat, the
doctor’s hand grazed your thigh you recoiled so quickly that your nipples hardened
and you passed out.
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if he reads Bukowski, let him have the last piece of your peach praline pie, give him the
chance to explain, in his own words, why dogs are not so different than angels—but
correct him, reminding him that felines are much more similar to heavenly creatures;
dogs feel far too much to be equated with otherworldly foes. insist that he stop complaining of politics while violin music plays softly in the background of all of your silent conversations.
remind him that not all of us fuck, just like not everyone dies. introduce him to hollywood kisses, let
him feel your eyelashes against the pulse in his neck, while his dick grows, pressing against the inside of
his pants. touch a memory before you know his skin let him see, for himself, that you’re
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just not emotionally available. you’ve nothing to offer to conversations of
war time rituals, of life and death, that the theories he’s built his masculinity
around, don’t come close to fitting your frame. you’ve committed your body to
a god who has yet to caress your breasts and ass, and there is nothing that any
man can provide
you with, that you can’t give yourself. if he reads Bukowski, tuck him in when he falls asleep; while his
eyelids are still, whisper reminders, that none of us are poets, not many of us are even poems—most of us
are prose, essays, poorly written, clumsily typed, illegible scribbles—

if he reads Bukowski, offer him a box of vanilla wafers and share your telescope.
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1932

brought the colossus, posthumous rolls off the tip of your tongue—you wonder if your sex dreams
with married men is something you’ll learn to outgrow; to outgrow something has meant that you
place it high on a bookshelf, you file for divorce and present tear-stained papers, you stop petting it,
you fold it and store it in the back of your closet, under your bed,
you realize you’ve outgrown your own skin, and maybe he was right, “names which begin with the
letter ‘s’ are the names of snakes”-and you wonder how decomposed you’d be if you’d been born in
1914. there is a line in the fifth stanza of “all the dead darlings” that reminds you of how much you’re
unwilling to be loved, of just how damaged your childhood memories arethey are tiny leather-bound bibles that one can buy while antiquing, they’re fragile if your hands
are made of lightning and speak in loud thundering tones, you cannot shake the first time you
were raped, this is a ghost that has haunted all of your lovemaking, and you know how well this is
something that most men cannot understand, this is what makes you damaged goods,
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how they’ll never understand why 1960 was a year that would come to shape you, they’ll preach of
women’s movements but fail to see what progress was made on the silent pages, on house-wives faces
in the glistening reflection of cha-cha cherry nail lacquer, most men will try to see you as a conquest,
and fail to seek refuge inside of woman as a sanctuary, woman as a night light in the universal
scandal that is life. aftermath to be solved by men, so balance can be gained with the life givers; those
who disarm the beasts with broken ribs by simply existing in unabashed curves that swallow semen
sometimes unwillingly, there is a fire that growls under Her belly, digesting bass drops that knock on
the backside of sternums; always constant, perfected by generations of baking household names, in
high-heels and aprons. the world has garnished our wages, picked our pockets because we’re born
the unlikely and unlucky heroes, zero respect to the divine feminine in me—so they take it: stolen,
carved into pieces of
history that have been tucked under the rug, piled atop heads in haphazard buns, pressed and rolled
tight into curlers, and “the times are tidy,” as tidy as they come…and you thank goddess
that in 1932 your heroine came plunging into this darkness, where she rose off of quiet pages,
posthumous; to save you from your wicked ways of owning woman, the too much that the world just
can’t ever get enough of.
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Weight of the World

S

arah Wapshkankwet Perrote is a poet and activist whose words are at once ignition and instruction. She has
a collection of poetry, “All Hail Women” available now at Lulu and has a two-book series of poetic stories
called “Ant Hills” forthcoming from Goddess Works Media Group. She took the time out of her busy schedule,
which included final exams, cancer treatments, and protests to not only read her poems aloud, but to speak with
Nikki about how her personal and spiritual experience informs her work, and how to recognize teaching moments in difficult situations.
All photographs in this section taken by Sarah. Audio readings by Sarah, accompanied by Karthik Kakarala.
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You seem to be a writer who puts in the work quite a
bit. I found myself reading your extensive works and following them wherever they lead, especially concerning your serial poetry. I was impressed by the sheer volume of work you
are creating. You have one poetry collection, “All Hail Women,” already available on Lulu.com, and you have two storied
poem collections titled “Ant Hills” coming out this summer
through your Goddess Works Media Group. Do you typically
write daily? Do you follow a specific writing schedule?
I don’t write daily; I try to write in the morning. It was actually part of my “therapy treatment plan” to decrease anxiety
surrounding medical treatments for cancer. I kept having panic
attacks, so I would mediate in the morning and then try to write
about what feelings, thoughts, etc. came from that. But life got
in the way... school, motherhood, jobs. So I write when I can. I
record quite a bit and then use that or make notes in an actual
book with paper and pen and commit those to memory. Sometimes they work, other times I look back and hate it so I don’t
use it/delete/save the thought for later.
Within the poems and collections of poems, you speak
quite clearly of yourself and others battling cancer, of being

an Indigenous woman who is both shaped by and giving voice
to all the Native Americans who came before you and who
are here now fighting to be heard against a system, a culture,
and an attitude of white supremacy that also seeks to silence
you. You speak of the genocide that was masked as Western
Expansion and Manifest Destiny. The terrible legacy that was
continues to be a problem with both massive and everyday
minute repercussions for Native folks all across the U.S. and
Canada. One such example that you seem speak of from personal experience is in the poem Blue Corn Pancakes. Here you
discuss a meal together with others, where your difference is
discussed, and you are compared to the pancakes; “to celebrate manifest destiny, with jokes and giggles, poking fun at
the one that doesn’t belong, but those blue corn pancakes...”
This really spoke to me. Can you tell me more about this experience, or the experience behind this poem in particular?
The experience is a memory, and the rest is filled in daily, such as “Oh, I studied your people.” Here in the Midwest,
I hear a lot of Native Americans existing in faraway places or
from the past. We are quite rightly labeled, “the invisible minority.” People ask if we live off of government money, if we still
live in teepees, or “have they built you houses?” For me, these
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types of language and questions aim for exclusion and really
speak to the history of Native American people and the experience of what we go through. Even if it’s “innocent,” in Wyoming
and other states I’ve gotten much more forward racism, “Prairie
Nigger,” “drunk,” and other violence. Much more physical. My
tribe is from the Chicago area, so moving here was a homecoming of sorts... it’s like existing in two different worlds. I decompress at home or with other Indigenous persons. We can make
light of our experiences together. I still experience white privilege though, or I have access to white privilege—less when I’m
with my family or a group of minorities. I often hear, “What are
you?” which is wild to be asked. The poem really addresses this
entire experience of questioning for me, and then being able to
be with someone and experience something where I don’t have
to question my existence. I also use the blue corn pancakes symbolically, as that’s not a traditional food for my people—and the
blue corn is really hard to come by even here in the Chicagoland
area. It’s a unique experience for where I’m at. Multiple levels of
complexity in that poem.
On your website, there were a few particular lines that
stood out in the poem titled “Copper Colored.” The lines “but
this love / is a science / and nothing is as honest as hard sci-

ence” are followed by descriptions of you, alone in your car,
gripping the wheel at various roadside locations, in mourning over the staggering numbers of missing and murdered
Indigenous Women in the United States and Canada (you inform the uninformed in earlier essays that Native women are
being raped, murdered and abused in higher numbers than
any other group of women in the U.S. and Canada). You conclude; “this isn’t love / this is a science: / chemical reactions,
human actions / the systematic killing of the indigenous /
punishable, by death / for being born / woman / copper colored.” I noticed that you also alluded to force sterilization.
Can you expand on the history behind this poem, for those
who may be ill-informed?
American Indians experience per capita rates of violence
which are more than twice those of the U.S. resident population.
This information comes from various sources, through current
sociological studies and the Bureau of Justice Statistics. Much
of the stats surrounding violence are very high with other our
groups, such as Black people/African Americans, which should
really be no surprise to anyone. Much of the historical policing systems were meant to control and monitor both of these
groups, following with Hispanics, Asians, all Non-White peo29

ples in the Americas. In Canada the experience is a bit different
and I’m not sure about all of the legal differences, but there are
many programs who work with Indigenous Women (and men).
Murder rates are about 7 per 100,000. About a third of all American Indian victims of violence are between ages 18 and 24. This
group of American Indians experienced the highest per capita
rate of violence of any racial group considered by age & about 1
violent crime for every 4 persons of this age. We have extremely
high rates for suicide, sexual assault, simple assault—I could go
on, and all of this is very public and has been very public information. To me, this is a continued systematic killing. When
they could no longer commit literal genocide towards Native
Americans, then it was a cultural genocide. When you force
people to assimilate and take away their ability to be self-reliant, to oppress them, when you put policy in place that is aimed
to control a group from existing as they would, place them on
reserves of land, have no way to seek justice for harming them,
introduce substances and combine this with taking away spiritual practices and disconnect them from their lands of origin—
PLUS dehumanize them (mascots, Tiger Lily) to the point they
no longer exist or are some far off historical memory then it’s
easier to justify the actions that destroy them. Native American
women were also sterilized by the United States Government,

which is also public record, mostly through IHS, Indian Health
Services. Much of this was not done correctly and left women’s
bodies devastated. The imperialistic and patriarchal systems
have attempted to systematically destroy the feminine in many
indigenous cultures where women were not oppressed and had
political and economic power or were equals. I could go on forever about this … probably will. Bottom line is that women of
ALL colors are in trouble, or we would not have to combat rape
culture, we would not have such high rates of violence towards
women (of all colors). I focus on Native American women because that’s my experience, but my daughter is also Afro-Caribbean and looks black/African-American. She’s at even higher
risk and statistically faces higher rates of violence, sexual and
otherwise. The most recent violence that’s been in the news toward a Native American woman is Loreal Tsingine, who was
suspected of stealing from a gas station and shot 5 times by an
officer … 5 times. She’s dead, she won’t face trial, have a chance
for a voice, have a chance to raise her children, she won’t sit in
jail, won’t be questioned, won’t have anything—she was shot 5
times after being pulled over just down the street from the store,
and her body was kept on the street for hours after she was shot
through the hand, neck, torso. About 70% of violence against
Native Americans is reported being committed by Non-Natives,
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this fluctuates a bit, but is pretty consistent with over half the violence towards Native peoples being done by Non-Natives (typically about 60% being white).Most other groups are interracial
crimes (being white on white, or black on white, and black on
black or white on black-Asian/”other groups”/mixed fall into
this).
What was your own education like when you were young,
considering the massive white-washing that has happened
and continues to happen in U.S. classrooms?
We moved a lot. I had experiences living on Reservations,
attempted boarding school, Prep schools, continuation schools.
After I was sexually assaulted I was home schooled. I was in
group homes, hospitals, rehab, GED program. My experience
was unique to being a “youth at risk,” mostly of myself. I was not
a great student, probably an average student with family problems. Both my parents are educators and have advanced degrees.
I had quite a bit going on in my life and wasn’t very invested in
mainstream educations on account of the historical stories we
were given. I was very lucky to have some amazing teachers.
“Doc” at University of Wyoming Prep, and going to school in
areas that were “Native Friendly” or on Reservations helped.

The adults in my life were also advocates for truth and justice
when it came to resisting assimilation in education. I took what
I needed to and I think speaking to/mocking those accounts of
history are written into most of my poems/writing.
You are an activist. In fact the other day you informed
me that you had a large protest happening that next day or so.
What groups are you active within, and what are your main
aims and goals?
As of right now I’m not actively affiliated with any organized groups; I support and stand with many and pick and
choose what I do. I am employed and have been a Youth Advocate for two Non-Profit programs for 17 years. I often support Black Lives Matter and like movements and rally behind
Teachers, Women’s Rights Groups (from combating Rape Culture to Women’s Abortion Rights). I have walked a thin line so
that I can continue the work I do with youth as I’m a Mental
Health Professional, as I’ve been slowly transitioning into Mortuary Science I have taken more of a public stance in speaking
up for the land and against violence towards Indigenous women and black women and those are very personal investments.
I have been more active in the past against Domestic Violence
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and Protesting the Pipeline’s expansion across the United States.
I actively support anything that welcomes children and protects
minors. I’ve also been more active with groups who speak up
for Native Americans (my father was involved with AIM. So
was my mom, actually), and supported my friends from other countries in speaking up to injustices they face (one friend
from Egypt in particular, and more recently looking to go to
Palestine with the Holy Land Trust which I learned of from a
professor). As I become less reliant on needing to keep my job
as a mental health professional I am thinking I will stick to my
own personal platform of Burial Rights for Indigenous People.
I made this decision after my eldest sister unexpectedly left us.
That was the first time I truly realized that there aren’t really
any Native Americans in our area who know our customs and
traditions and are certified and legally licensed to practice traditional burials. That’s something important to me since I’ve had
to question my own mortality because of the cancer experience
and being the survivor of a violent crime. I imagine I will continue to support victims of all injustices as much as I can but I
don’t see myself being truly committed to any one organized
group, however active I am with many of them. My experience
might be different as I move away from Chicago, and it’s possible that I mindfully join one group, but I’m really not sure what

that will look like just yet.
Returning to the work that is included in our publication, I notice many things that are definitely cringe-inducing
in your poem “Cringe.” Here you speak to exactly what it feels
like to have someone make a joke that specifically targets Native women and men, and cringe as you describe answering
endless vapid and stressful questions concerning your identity even as you have struggled to find that identity. I know
many of us who could definitely benefit from reading this,
and by sharing it with many of our friends in the world, as
an insight and to call ourselves on. Many of us are guilty of
these comments to different degrees. You mention the “death
march that built this city is relived / with every / conceited,
ethnocentric commentary drawn out by Wicker Park kids.”
This sounds like my city, and cities and towns everywhere.
Your cringe begins even before the privileged speaker speaks
the next word in a sentence. But you say you are cringing less,
learning to speak more. Are you finding more allies, also, in
recent times?
I feel like I am finding more allies through seeking solidarity with other groups and persons: a friend from Egypt to Black
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Lives Matter, to those who I met with Youth Chicago Authors,
to a female Vet I have connected with through a schooling experience. There are so many people finding voice and making
movements, whatever cause they’re speaking up to. There is a
connectedness we share despite differences we have or justice
we are seeking. Martin Luther King, Jr. addressed this well in
his Letter from Birmingham Jail, “Injustice anywhere is a threat
to justice everywhere.” I will reluctantly thank one of my professors for that quote, actually two of them, but one in particular,
shout out to the Dynamic Duo. In more recent times I’ve been
better at letting my guard down and being more open to finding
allies, which I believe is the only way I can gain ground and success in my current life experience as a Native American woman,
single mother and parent of mixed race children. I think hearing others, listening, standing with them, seeking knowledge
and education on issues—from classroom settings to real life all
play a role in finding allies and feeling supported to the point
you’re able to come out of silence or resist being silenced and
come forward to be part of movement and give voice to hidden
injustice.
I am very curious about the themes and motivations behind the poem named “If He Reads Bukowski.” I love this

because growing up, this was a writer that was always loved
full-stop with most boys I knew. I would read the vulnerable parts, the parts I found worthy of empathy. Other times
I would throw the book across the room. Bukowski was abusive. Am I correct in interpreting your piece as handling some
large points of ignorance with kid gloves, to educate, rather
than come down hard with a partner?
Oh man, that one … I had the same reaction to Bukowski as you did. I think I still have that same reaction. For a long
time if I met someone of interest who read Bukowski, that was
my red flag. That was an immediate walk away. But it’s different with friends who have never been lovers or deciding it’s still
okay to love this person, not “be in love.” You don’t fall in love
with people, you just love them. Some more than others, some
in a different way than others,but not let them inside of you, or
allow yourself to be pulled into them. I am a fan of tough love. I
don’t know if that makes sense or answers your question.
The poems on your site titled “Sister City” and “To Indigenous Women” contain the line “You are reliving lessons
passed down on your DNA like heirlooms.” This is now a
known part of the scientific record. What does this make you
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picture, regarding those who have come before you, and what
has been passed down to you?
For me this looks like being bitter, jaded, allowing substance abuse and violence to consume. That’s what it has been in
the past. Feeling unlovable, pushing people away. Being “aloof,”
as I’ve been described. This looks like fight and flight, and anger as opposed to having allies, feeling connected. This looks
like cringing as opposed to having voice. This looks like history repeating. These are personal and individual level things.
This looks like assimilation and destruction. On a grand scale
this looks like cultural genocide, high rates of suicide, violence,
rape, murder, alcoholism, poverty, being undeserved. This looks
like the current state of affairs. But on the flip side I believe I
was passed down residence, strength, all of the tools necessary
to overcome every obstacle I encounter and make my children
even stronger and less exposed to violence than I was. I was
passed down part of the healing process in this chain of historic
traumas that we are all part of.
I noticed that you often reference the “tinder-box” as a
synonym for your heart and the hearts of others. You speak
of it containing a drummer, a beat, a fire. You also mention

our “scar gardens.” I completely understand the reference,
but I would love to hear your direct descriptions behind these
metaphors. For instance, I am picturing internalized trauma
and literal scars wrapped up in this.
Tinderbox is a huge one and has a super long story, and it’s
continued to resurface. I actually have a huge relationship with
this word/phrase/metaphor. It was actually birthed from a pack
trip in Wyoming about 14 years ago. Rain, Wyoming summer,
trying to get a fire going-if you can picture that. I was working with a client (at a residential facility) who has since been
killed—hit by a car on the Rez, a victim of a drunk driver and
a victim of being, well, part of that cycle of historic trauma. We
had this moment in which we were both frustrated and screaming at each other and I yelled about a tinderbox—matches—and
then she stopped and was like, “what is that?” As I explained,
we got the fire started, middle of the rain out in the mountains.
Boom. After that we had a different connection. I was less tough
and more love. I’m not very nurturing so it was out of character
for me. I guess I looked at tinderbox as a teaching moment, a
point of education and opportunity for growth. And that’s what
it’s been since then, anyone who has even said that, boom—I
need to learn something from. Not always sure what, but some34

thing. The other part of that is my tribe, we’re “Keepers of the
Fire,” we all have the fire of life within us, when we pass on we
go back to the place of origin, back to the life source, the fire.
Your take on this scar garden along with these other references
is pretty point on. I rely heavily on prayer and response—to me
the people and experiences we have in our lives are the response
to prayer.
I know that you are currently in Chicago, Illinois, but
you also spent some time in Wyoming. There are photos from
inside a Tee Pee referencing Plains Indians, and a large, colorful feather painted on a grain silo in “You are on Native
Land (Wyoming, 2014).” What were your experiences there?
I moved to Chicago from Wyoming. My children were
both born there. My experiences in Wyoming have been ongoing since the early 90’s. They will be ongoing. We’re going there
this coming summer, might move back, eventually. Not sure
what the future will hold right now.
You mention Alex Perrote, who is an artist, singer and
songwriter. She will be contributing artwork to the “Ant
Hills” series. Is there a bit more you can tell us about this

young artist?
Alex is my daughter, my oldest. She’s still in high school
and has recently refocused her time and efforts solely to creating music, arts, and studies. She is dedicated to choir and performing arts. She auditioned for The Voice this last year, which
was a very intense process. I didn’t enjoy it, but I learned a lot, as
the mother and supporter of an artist. That “Stop Making Stupid
People Famous” really hit home. There were so many talented
people and then others who were just, well, reminded me of
mainstream artists who have a platform but don’t use it for anything worth a damn. Alex creates art and work based on her experiences in life; being “mixed” and navigating through angsty
teen years in a mostly white, middle-class, Christian community, and being viewed as a “black girl,” but identifying more with
being “Native American,” and then not really fitting into any
stereotyped look. So she influences a lot of my own work, being
her mom. She plays guitar, writes, draws, and is pretty funny.
She’s going to be starting a YouTube channel this year. I’m not
really sure what else she’d say about herself. Her voice, for singing, is really Alicia Keys-ish, meets Colbie Caillat, and she really
enjoys Johnny Cash, rap artists…and folk music. So her “band
practice” is really interesting.
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Are you an artist who is open to—or looking toward—
collaborations with other writers and artists, or do you work
mainly solo?
Yes, I’m very much willing to work with others, I’ve had
a hard time finding anyone who will commit to a project and
wants to work with me. Which did lead me to believe that my
craft wasn’t up to par and I questioned own work, so for self-preservation’s sake I have waited and figured when the time is right,
the correct person/persons will come along. Any suggestions?
Let me know!
Are there any future artistic plans in the works, beyond
the “Ant Hills” series being published this summer? I’m sure
there’s a lot more to be seen and heard from Goddess Works
Media Group after this year.
As far as the future, I would like to participate in some
projects regarding social justice. I did a project last summer with
Four Winds Magazine, reclaiming the image of Native American Women from Disney and Hollywood. I would also like to
participate in a few projects with my clients in treatment and
help them get their voices and experiences out there. I guess I

really didn’t touch on my own writing and dealing with cancer
and surviving a violent sexual assault. But I would like to advocate more healing from these life experiences. And Goddess
Works is focusing on working with more artists and also putting a movie out, so that’s exciting!

Amateur Everything and perpetual student, Karthik Kakarala, grew in
the interventricular septum of America’s heart and can now be seen by
where he blocks out the light of the Sun. He has multiple anchors to prevent being torn away from the world and himself, with data points scattered on Twitter: @KarthikKakarala, @SolarShadows, and @CourseIRealized. He’s created under his birth name, the Kakarala Ensemble, Solar
Shadows, Siege Circuit, and Of Course You Realize...

Nikki Moen is a Portlander by way of Wyoming and has been writing for
Bedlam for most of our existence. She eats fucking mountains.
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Get updates on Sarah’s projects, order her books, and read
more poetry at https://sarahbuzzkill.com. She also shares
selected works at http://allpoetry.com/Sarah_Perrote.
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Cringe

they’ll say it, they’ll sing it, i can see their mouths twist and turn and i cringe,
it travels faster than i can close my eyes, faster than the speed of light,
barreling down, full throttle, both guns blasting; “the natives are getting restless,”
and i cringe, avert my eyes, shake my head, wondering what that really means

for twenty-nine years i’ve worn my confusion like a buckskin dress under the summer sun,
it’s painfully heavy, for over fifteen years i’ve fought to define what i am, “feather, not dot,”
and each time i speak my skin, i cringe, hated “halfbreed,” proof of indianness lies in
the cheekbones they seem to think are “too high to be mexican,” begging to know what i am,
as if understanding that i’m not “just white” will provide the approval to proceed
with this brief and awkward encounter, constricted by social structure, by contemporary
americans who are still manifesting their desinty, and i cringe, i shrink out of my redksin,
“yes, i have opinions about the name,” no i do not wish to speak up on them, not here,
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Click to hear Sarah read her poem
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not like this—no, i’ve never danced for money, i’m not a pow-wow princess
of course i pay taxes, it’s part of the american scheme, no, i’m not
Choctaw, Comanche, or Cherokee, and yes, Potawatomi are real, just like the casino,
yep, i hope you win big. and i cringe, the death march that built this city is relived with every
conceited, ethnocentric commentary drawn out by wicker park kids
my skin is too light to be the same color of dirt and grime, my hair is too wavy to be
what you expect of the smoke shop indian version, my shoulders are heavy
from holding the image you’ve constructed, disney denotes a grotesque version
hollywood romanticizes the best parts, chalks it up to his story; i am stoic, i am defiant
and i cringe for showing weakness through red skin, my tears run, like ribbon work
down my stained cheeks, mute mouthed today, silently screaming through traumas,
none of which are mine, exhausted from pretending it’s always all okay
that boarding school babies who whispered their names in darkened doorways
have left no residual impact, colonialism did not raise my grandfather’s children,
“credentials” have not come to mean you earn your degree (in journalism, sociology,
anthropology and returned to reserved land), you could never be: just indian
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we stand our ground in social media news feeds; we’ve been turned to
civilized beasts who hide on “dry land,” memes constructed of watercolor squaws
misquoted in every translation, and i cringe at traditions that call for us to wear
our hair like heirlooms, “it’s to honor you,” we’ve been misappropriated
held to the standard of hollywood’s idea of women, soft spoken, hushed,
luscious and oversexualized, demonized our men, stolen our tongue,
gifted us with poison, stripped of lineage, belittled, but we are not
the short cut to utopia, we’re not what they’ve painted us to be,
and i am learning to speak, with my head held high, to walk with pride,
in two worlds, that i’ve constructed with my own hands, we’re regaining our
strength, just coming up on our second wind, cringing less and aiming higher
paving paths that lead us away from that past, to new beginnings, i am cringing less
as it should be.
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Waking Up Without
a Womb:
Still a Woman
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she curled into a position
that only baby birds can achieve
she rushed the process, the art
of becoming woman; an epic tale
that might never be complete
this was a story that may be edited
might be rehashed a million days
moments slipped away as she became
all legs, all lips, and curiosity
she ignored that this is what killed the cat
she was all feminine, not feline
never fickle, just particular and indecisive
never lustful, just passionate and insatiable
a quenchless thirst for more moments,
futures that immediately rolled into pasts,
presents that were already over
more life, more history, misplaces periods
as if the thought would ever be complete
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she became coffee in the morning
news at five, saks fifth avenue shopping bags
break room gossip, a bachelor’s degree in
the science of being
human.

built of rust colored wires and cocktail drinks
with olives and a bitter aftertaste, she
spent evenings with the living room lights off
wrapped in her thoughts, like a cocoon on a leaf
she curled into a position only little girls can achieve
pausing the process, the art
of becoming woman
indefinitely

Woman as Art
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The debut novel by Ali Eteraz
Order from:
Amazon
B&N
Indiebound

“Merciless, intellectually lacerating, and brutally funny, Native Believer is not merely a Gonzo
panorama of Muslim America—it’s one of the
most incisive novels I’ve ever read on America itself. Eteraz paints our empire with the
same erotic longing and black, depraved wit
that Nabokov used sixty years ago in Lolita. But
whereas Nabokov’s work was set in the heyday
of America’s cheerful upswing, Eteraz sets the
country in the new, fractious world order. Here,
sex, money, and violence all stake their claims
on treacherously shifting identities—and neither
love nor god is an escape.”
—Molly Crabapple, contributing editor VICE,
author of Drawing Blood

Ali Eteraz’s much-anticipated debut novel is the story of M., a supportive husband, adventureless dandy, lapsed believer, and second-generation immigrant who wants nothing more than to host parties and bring children into the world as full-fledged Americans. As M.’s life gradually fragments
around him—a wife with a chronic illness; a best friend stricken with grief; a boss jeopardizing a respectable career—M. spins out into the pulsating
underbelly of Philadelphia, where he encounters others grappling with fallout from the War on Terror. Among the pornographers and converts to
Islam, rappers and wrestlers, M. confronts his existential degradation and the life of a second-class citizen. Darkly comic, provocative, and insightful,
Native Believer is a startling vision of the contemporary American experience and the human capacity to shape identity and belonging at all costs.
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Andrew Hogan

I

Vows

couldn’t believe my eyes when Jaineba Mbaye stepped into my office. She looked
exactly like Aminata. Just as beautiful, she could be Aminata’s younger sister.
Jaineba called saying she had a problem with her dissertation director, Wilson Jenkins—an arrogant and self-important prig, if there ever was one. She said that she
had heard from other Senegalese students that I had lived in their country and was
kind and fair to Senegalese.
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As the Associate Dean for Research of
the College of Veterinary Medicine, I regularly met with students about disputes with
faculty members regarding their research.
Usually, it had something to do with who
owned what idea, who got to publish what
result, or whose name went first or deserved to be included as a coauthor. From
what I had heard so far, Jaineba Mbaye’s case
seemed to be only a minor variant on these
major themes.
“Salamaleikum, Professor Austin.” Her
voice was like music. She even sounded like
Aminata.
“Aleikum Salam, Mademoiselle Mbaye,”
I said.
Jaineba smiled, her teeth shining white
against her jet-black skin. I could feel something stirring in me that I had not felt since
leaving Senegal.
“It is true. You speak our language.” She
smiled as she sat down. She wore a wraparound skirt of brightly colored West African material. The skirt was hemmed below
the knees: quite modest by American standards, but it would have been risqué to wear

outside of the European quarter in Dakar. I
couldn’t help thinking that Aminata would
have never worn such provocative dress in
public.
“It’s been more than twenty years since
I left Senegal. I’m only capable of a few pleasantries,” I said.
“Would you mind my asking what you
did in my country?”
“I was a medical missionary with the
Dominican order.”
“Where, may I ask?”
“My order had a dispensary in Foundiougne, not too far from Kaolack.”
“I know the place. You have to take the
ferry to cross the river. My family lives in
Saint-Louis, but I have visited the Parc National du Delta du Saloum.”
“Do you have any relatives in the
south?” I wanted to know if she could possibly have a family relationship with Aminata.
“Not at the present.”
“Well, perhaps you should tell me about
your situation. I have another meeting in
half an hour.”
“Of course. Thank you for seeing me.

As I explained, I am being dismissed by
Professor Jenkins from his lab. I developed
a staining technique to identify the concentration of Ghanaian Monkey Fever virus in
lung tissue. I want to write this up as a journal article and finish my dissertation. Now,
Professor Jenkins has dismissed me as his
research assistant and is resigning as my dissertation advisor because, he claims, I am
incompetent and insubordinate. I will need
a new dissertation advisor, and I was hoping
that you would consider taking me on.”
I knew unless Jaineba Mbaye found
another faculty member to become her
dissertation advisor, she would shortly be
disenrolled as a doctoral student in the Biochemistry Department. I’d expected Jaineba
to ask me to help her recruit another dissertation advisor, but not to become the advisor. I still had a lab and maintained a joint
appointment in the Biochemistry Department, but I was only a part-time researcher
because of my administrative duties. I was
no longer at the forefront of my discipline.
“That doesn’t seem like a good idea. I’m
pretty busy with my administrative duties
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and teaching, and I don’t actively supervise
dissertation students any longer.”
Jaineba’s face deflated. Her eyes narrowed, filling with tears, and her cheeks
contracted in pain. Aminata had given me
the same look when I told her the Order was
returning me to America for spiritual rehabilitation. I loved her, I told her, but it was
wrong for me to stay with her the way we
had; she was too young. Aminata had protested that fourteen-year-old girls like her
were usually already married, but I told her
in my country she was too young. And, of
course, I had taken a vow of celibacy. It was
a vow I had broken with her. So I left her in
the village and never heard from her again.
I couldn’t bear to look at Jaineba’s face.
My memories of abandoning Aminata were
too painful. I knew I would never be able to
make reasonable judgments about Jaineba’s
situation. I needed to send her away, but I
couldn’t resist.
“Let me think about it.” Jaineba’s face
blossomed. “I can’t promise anything.” Now
I was smiling back at her. “But we can probably find a way to help you out. Have you

written anything on your staining method?”
“Oh, yes. I will bring by a draft of the
paper I hope to submit to Tropical Hygiene.
Perhaps you can help me ready it for publication,” Jaineba said.
“All right. I’ll look at it and get back to
you early next week.” I watched her leave.
Her hips swung just as Aminata’s had. I knew
I had to find a way to end this relationship
before it started. The Order had removed
me from pastoral duties because of my affair
with Aminata. The Order let me continue my
education and earn a doctorate from American University in biochemistry, after which I
came to Mastodon State University as an assistant professor twenty-three years ago. I’d
been donating most of my salary back to the
Order, and in return I’ve been allowed to say
Mass in the Plainview diocese when a local
priest is on vacation or ill. I’m not allowed
to hear confession or do any counseling, but
I am permitted to administer last rites in
emergency situations at the local hospitals.
I dreaded the possibility my case could
resurface, caught in the unfolding scandal of
pedophile priests in the American Catholic

Church. At fourteen, Aminata was a mature
woman ready for marriage in her village
outside of Foundiougne. I was older and, of
course, western, but older men often took
young girls for their wives—if they were
from a prominent family and the bride price
was respectable. Senegalese marriages are
political or economic in their motivations,
not based on physical attraction or love. In
that sense my relationship with Aminata was
different, even deviant, from the local norm.
I needed to suppress the feeling and
memories Jaineba was resurrecting, or I
would be going down the same path I had
twenty-five years ago. I couldn’t afford to put
my religious vocation, as atrophied as it was,
in jeopardy again.
I spent the next week calling my friends
in Biochemistry, trying to finagle a deal for
someone else in the Department to take on
Jaineba’s dissertation. Hetty Loury warned
me Jaineba was not Ph.D. caliber and that
I was wasting my time. Phil Razzo told me
there had been problems with Jaineba’s master’s thesis, failure to attribute her sources,
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but the department had decided to let it go.
Razzo said he had considered Jenkins a fool
for becoming Jaineba’s dissertation advisor.
But then everybody knew Jenkins was arrogant, thinking he could accomplish anything.
In the end, I was able to recruit Frank
Sparkman and Henry Lobinsky for Jaineba’s
dissertation committee but only as members, not as the dissertation advisor chairing the committee, and only then after a
fair amount of horse-trading for research
support and assistantships for their students
and staffs. Jaineba could not work in their
labs. I would have to find a way to set her up
in my lab.
Now I was trapped in this situation with
all the deals I had made. My only avenue of
escape was to discourage Jaineba from going
forward with her dissertation. Eight days
later, she came to my office again.
“Jaineba, sit down, please.” A look came
over her face as if she were going to receive a
terminal diagnosis. This time I steeled myself
to maintain a grim expression. “I’ve checked
around, and there is only a very slim chance

I might be able to arrange for a new dissertation committee.” Jaineba’s face lit up immediately. I tried to tamp down her excitement.
“I think this is a long shot. It will be very
difficult. Are you sure you want to continue
your studies? It could take a long time, and
the outcome is uncertain.”
“Oh, yes. I want to finish. It will mean
so much to my family and my country.”
I decided to postpone making a final
commitment for another week on the chance
I would find the courage to turn her away or
that some miraculous event would save me.
“Well, if you come back next week, I’ll try to
finalize the details. I just wanted to be sure
that you understood that completing your
dissertation will be long and difficult.”
“I just knew you could save me,” she
said. “You are a good person. You want to
help people.”
“Let’s meet a week from today. We’ll
need to work on your staining paper first.
This can be the basis for your dissertation
proposal, if I can assemble a new committee.”
“Oh,” she said, “You will be my disser-

tation advisor?”
“I’m not yet sure who your advisor will
be. I’ll be able to tell you next week.”
“Do you think we can prepare the staining paper for publication in Tropical Hygiene? I would be happy if you would co-author it with me.”
“That wouldn’t be appropriate. I didn’t
do any of the research on it, but if it would
help I could write a cover letter to the journal
editor. I met him a few years ago at a meeting.”
“Oh, that would be wonderful. Do you
think Professor Jenkins will object? I asked
him before he dismissed me if he thought we
could publish the staining paper, but he said
he wasn’t interested. I thought he wanted to
publish it without me. You know he has a
start-up company that he uses to sell his inventions.”
“Before we send it out for review, we’ll
show the paper to Professor Jenkins and ask
if he wants to be part of it. After all, it was
his research project that paid for your time
and the laboratory equipment you used to
develop the staining process. But it would be
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wrong for him to take your idea and use it
without giving you credit.”
“I am so happy. I will see you next
week.”
After she left, I sat for a long time at
my desk. A smile crept onto my face as I
thought about her and then about Aminata.
After Aminata, I had never had intercourse
again. I hadn’t masturbated in ten or fifteen
years; I don’t remember. Now I was frowning, sliding backwards into the same quicksand that trapped me before. The image of
Jaineba brought back memories of Aminata,
and I started the cycle again.
Our meetings often exceeded their allotted time, and I eventually cleared a slot
for Jaineba on my calender. Jaineba and I
readied the manuscript on her staining technique for submission to Tropical Hygiene.
The methods discussed were outside of my
area of expertise, but the technical discussion seemed generally plausible. The next
step was to send a copy of the draft to Wilson
Jenkins. Jenkins could either get on board as
a co-author with Jaineba or let her publish

solo. Because Jenkins was such a fuss-bucket and regular critic of university administrators, I decided to call Vice-President for
Research George Baker to review the issue.
“George, I have a problem involving
Will Jenkins. One of his former students, to
be precise.”
“Jenkins again. What’s he complaining
about this time?”
“Well, he dismissed one of his students,
an African girl named Mbaye, who was
working on the monkey virus project. She
developed a staining method that was to be
the basis for her dissertation. Just as she was
getting it ready to publish, Jenkins decided
to fire her from her assistantship and resign
as her dissertation director. She claims he’s
planning to commercialize her technique
through his spin-off company.”
“Well, he better not try to get a patent
without giving us our cut. Martin, I’d love
to catch that arrogant bastard with his ethical pants down. He’s been on my case ever
since I took this job, making out that we are
greedy mercenaries willing to pull any shady
maneuver for a few more bucks.”

“I know what you mean, George. Jenkins thinks he’s entitled to everything just
for the asking. He has no idea where all the
money comes from for new buildings and
equipment and laboratories. In this case,
though, I think he’s gone too far. Seems to
me a graduate student has an academic freedom right to publish the results of her own
research, even if her faculty supervisor does
not agree with it.”
“I agree, Martin. And it would be sweet
to take Jenkins down a peg or two. I’d like
to see Jenkins make an issue of the scholarly aspirations of a graduate student who was
both a minority and a woman in a discipline
where her race and gender were under-represented.”
“The student has prepared a paper for
publication in Tropical Hygiene. My plan is
to send it to Jenkins and ask him if he wants
to be a co-author.”
“Ha. The arrogant bastard will never
agree to be second fiddle. He wouldn’t accept
a second-authorship, even if it were War and
Peace,” Baker said.
“That’s the beauty of the plan. His ego
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won’t let him play on equal terms, but if he
doesn’t he loses control of the paper.”
“Are you planning on co-authoring
with the student, what’s her name, Mbaye?”
Baker asked.
“No. I’ll just ease the process by sending a cover letter supporting the paper to the
editor of Tropical Hygiene.”
“Great. That way you’ll maintain your
independent, unbiased position as an associate dean. Jenkins can’t criticize you for being self-serving,” Baker said.
“I’ll send the memo with the draft paper over to Jenkins tomorrow. You can watch
for the smoke rising from the biochemistry
building when he gets it.”
“I wish I could be there to watch his
head explode, but as you say it won’t be long
before I hear of it. I’ll assure him that I will
give it my careful consideration, refer him
to the graduate student handbook regarding
academic freedom and promise to respond
expeditiously.”
“Maybe in two or three weeks,” I said.
“Oh, it could take a month for such a
complicated issue, don’t you think?”

“Easily,” I said. “I look forward to being
copied on it. Thanks, George.”
I arranged with the Biochemistry Department to take over as Jaineba’s advisor,
and I sent a memo to Wilson Jenkins, requesting he review the enclosed draft and
determine what role, if any, he would like to
play in publishing the article.
Wilson Jenkins’ response to my memo
had been curt and negative, “This paper
should not be published.” I took this as a
refusal to participate, as did Vice President
Baker, so Jaineba’s paper was submitted to
Tropical Hygiene with my cover letter. A few
months later it was accepted for publication,
which was a very quick turnaround, and for
her success Jaineba was congratulated at the
department meeting. Not a week later I received a call from Assistant Vice-President
for Research Services, Benedict Homeruk.
“Martin, I’ve received an allegation of
research misconduct from Wilson Jenkins
against you, Frank Sparkman and Henry Lobinsky and against your dissertation
student, Jaineba Mbaye. You’ll be getting a

memo and a copy of the allegation this afternoon by messenger,” Homeruk said. “I
discussed this with Vice President Baker. He
said he knew all about it and thought that
you were in the clear. Even so, under federal
regs I need to conduct a formal assessment
of the allegation. Given the nature of the allegation, it will probably have to go to an inquiry panel. I’ve already lined up Janos Durechek to chair the panel.”
Janos was my counterpart, associate
dean for research in the college of medicine,
and an old friend. I would certainly get a fair
hearing from him.
“Thanks for the heads up, Ben,” I said.
“I thought we had covered our bases with
Wilson before submitting the paper to Tropical Hygiene.”
“As regards the Tropical Hygiene paper,
Martin, I think the allegation looks a little
weak,” Homeruk said. “In other circumstances I would probably dismiss it myself.
It’s the removal of the tissues samples from
Jenkins’s lab that’s more problematic. NIH
is pretty picky about maintaining the integrity of research materials. After you have a
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chance to review the allegation, give me a
call.”
“Will do,” I said.
A couple of weeks passed, and Ben
Homeruk had referred the allegation to an
inquiry panel composed of my friend, Janos
Durechek, Mildred Bohen, a faculty member in Microbiology, and an environmental sciences grad student named Theodore
Schneider. The panel had begun its inquiry last Friday by interviewing Jaineba. That
Sunday after I had just finished saying Mass
at St. Pancras Church in West Plainfield,
Janos came into the sacristy.
“Bless me, Father, for I have sinned,”
Janos said, as I started removing my vestments.
“Janos, I’m not authorized to hear confession in this diocese.”
“I know. I just want to tell you something, and I want to make sure we can keep
our conversation confidential. You know
Jenkins. He’s perfectly capable of suing over
the handling of this misconduct case. I want
this conversation protected by confessional

privilege.”
“What’s this about?” I said.
“The inquiry panel interviewed Mbaye
on Friday about Jenkins’ allegation against
her and you and the other dissertation
committee members. There’s something I
thought you should know about before your
interview next Tuesday.”
“Oh?” I said, untying the cinture and
pulling the alb over my head.
“Mbaye is making it look like you approved her removal of the tissue samples
from Jenkins’ lab. The rest of the panel feels
pretty strongly, and I agree with them, that
the principal investigator of a federal grant
needs to maintain control over all research
materials. Millie Bohen really got on Mbaye’s
case about this. She trapped Mbaye into saying that it would be improper to remove the
research notebooks, and then Millie pressed
her on why it would be okay to take the tissue samples out of the lab. Millie finished
her off by asking Mbaye how the PI of a
grant could assure the integrity of research
materials if he couldn’t maintain control of
them, you know, if anybody could remove

those materials from the lab without the PI’s
permission.”
I folded the alb and rolled the cinture
into a careful circle while placing them back
in the drawer of the vestment cabinet. My
first instinct was to try to argue Jaineba’s case
and to state it more eloquently than perhaps
she had been able. But I heard in Janos’ voice
that the decision had already been made
about Jaineba’s guilt.
“Maybe she didn’t really understand?”
“That’s the problem, Martin. She was
quite defiant about her right to take the tissue samples and your support of it.”
I realized Jaineba had made a crucial
mistake and was now on her way to expulsion. People like Vice-President Baker or
even my friend Janos would never understand my tolerating behavior that might
compromise the university’s relationship
with a major funder. In fact, they would suspect something was going on between me
and Jaineba, probably something sexual,
because she, like Aminata, had the kind of
beauty men lust for.
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derstand how she was representing her actions to others. I will meet with Bill Davis
about this in preparation for my interview.”
“I figured she might be doing something like that. From what I’ve heard she’s
gotten a long way on her looks,” Janos said.
“Who knows, maybe on her back?” Janos saw
the pained look come over my face. “Sorry,
Martin. Of course, I didn’t mean you. Well, I
am sorry to have said it here in the church.”
“That’s all right. You’re forgiven. Thanks
again, Janos.” I blessed him with the sign of
the cross, ending his confession
“Ben Homeruk has really screwed this
up,” William Davis said. He’d come to my office for a final review the documents in the
packet assembled by the inquiry panel. The
interview with the panel would start after
lunch. “You know, I’ve been working over in
the VP for Research’s Office on developing
a position for a research standards officer
whose sole responsibility would be handling
these kinds of allegations. Ben just has too
many things on his plate.”
“I don’t understand what you mean,” I

said.

“President Merton is very concerned
about losing Jenkins’ grant. He has been
pressuring Baker to find a way to keep Jenkins happy ... and here on campus. Since I
became your faculty counsel, I don’t get to
sit in on these meetings anymore, but office
scuttlebutt is that they are going to sacrifice
Jaineba, but you and the other dissertation
committee members will be exonerated.”
I couldn’t discuss my feelings with an
insider like Bill Davis, because this would
lead to a revelation of my affair with Aminata that could jeopardize both my collegiate
and clerical careers.
“It seems a little cold-hearted to sacrifice an innocent graduate student who was
doing nothing more than trying to further
her career by following the advice that university administrators like me gave her,” I
said.
“I was surprised that you didn’t know
about the problems with her master’s thesis. The graduate school made it all go away,
the student being a minority woman from
another culture. Maybe she didn’t really un-

derstand that copying other people’s works
without attribution was plagiarism. So they
reprimanded her and let her get her degree
with the idea that no one in the Biochemistry Department would ever take her on as
a doctoral student. But nobody in the administration bothered to tell Jenkins about
Mbaye’s history. They figured, let the arrogant bastard find out the hard way. In a way,
they are kind of happy for what has happened to Jenkins. If he knew how to play the
game, somebody who knew Mbaye’s history
would have warned him off. That’s why I was
surprised that you hadn’t heard anything;
you’ve got good relations with people who
know what’s really going on?”
“I guess I didn’t talk to the right people,”
I said. “It still seems unfair that she should
be punished for following our advice.”
“In this case, we’re a lot like the IRS; the
advice you get when preparing your tax return doesn’t protect you from paying penalties when the advice is wrong. Ben Homeruk
has done his best to keep your conversation
with George Baker out of this. That will minimize the embarrassment to the university,
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but when Mbaye took the tissue samples out
of Jenkins’ lab, she crossed the line. I think
we can show that neither you nor VP Baker
had any knowledge of or involvement in this
action. So the administration won’t be found
culpable, and NIH will be assuaged.”
“What about publishing the article in
Tropical Hygiene? That’s one of the main
points of Jenkins’ allegation.”
“Actually, that turns out to be more of an
embarrassment than a problem. Office scuttlebutt is the inquiry panel has determined
that the article contains a number of serious
scientific deficiencies arising from incompetence, not intentional fraud. Jenkins makes
no claim that he would have wanted his
name on the article, so plagiarism isn’t the
problem. Tropical Hygiene dropped the ball
when they sent the manuscript to the wrong
reviewer, who clearly stated in her comments that, although she liked the paper, she
didn’t feel competent to evaluate the underlying science. Somehow the editor at Tropical Hygiene did not pick up on the mistaken
reviewer assignment and published a scientifically flawed article. I’m sorry to say, but it

makes you look bad as a dissertation advisor
and as an associate dean for research.”
“Do you think my job is in jeopardy?”
“I don’t know for sure, because I’m not
in on the meetings anymore, but it looks like
your past service will carry you through this
storm. But we’ve got to respond to this investigation in a way that will give the administration as much cover as possible from any
charges of mishandling this case and remove
any threat to NIH funding.”

It was a late fall afternoon. Steel gray
clouds raced across the low horizon, just
clearing the top of the biomedical research
building and casting a premature dusk along
with a chill. I was sitting in my office sorting
through mail; it was the time when Jaineba
would have been meeting with me about her
dissertation.
After the release of the inquiry panel
report exonerating me, Sparkman and Lobinsky, an investigative committee, had been
formed and quickly found Jaineba guilty
of misappropriation of university research
materials: ‘a serious deviation of practic-

es commonly accepted in the discipline for
conducting research.’ After appealing the
decision to President Merton, Jaineba was
promptly expelled from the biochemistry
graduate program. She had left the university without ever speaking to me again.
President Merton had mistakenly
hoped that Jaineba’s expulsion would appease Wilson Jenkins, but Jenkins had already begun the process of transferring his
$8 million grant to a collaborator at another
university and was pressing the federal Office of Scientific Integrity to review the case
against me and Sparkman and Lobinsky. I
had dutifully made my penance and given
cover to the Vice President Baker regarding the embarrassing matter of the article in
Tropical Hygiene.
The phone rang just as I was picking up
a postcard with a picture of a green bridge
crossing a large expanse of water to a city in
the background. I’d been on that bridge.
“Hello.” I said into the telephone. I
flipped over the card and read the caption,
‘Le pont Faidherbe à Saint Louis de Langue
de Barbarie.’ The card was postmarked Saint
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Louis, Senegal, 4 avril 1997. I remembered
walking across this bridge when I visited my
Order’s Senegalese headquarters near L’ Eglise de Saint Anne Marie Javouhey on the Ile
de Saint Louis.
“Martin, Bill here.” I heard William Davis’ voice talking to me. Without waiting for
a reply he continued, “I don’t know if you
heard, but Ben Homeruk was diagnosed
with prostate cancer.”
“Oh, sorry to hear that,” I said, as I
squinted at the scrawl of rudimentary French
written on the left side of the postcard.
“Yeah, unfortunate, but I guess it hasn’t
spread. He should be all right.”
Slowly I translated the scrawl, “Pere
Martin, Why you not help my niece after you
make whore of me. You not really love me.
Aminata’’
“Martin, you there?”
“Yeah, sorry, Bill.” I’d dropped the card
on the floor. I bent over to pick it up. “Ah,
that’s good it’s treatable.”

“Well, it gives Ben an excellent excuse
to downsize his responsibilities as Assistant
Vice-President for Research Services. Otherwise, it might have been embarrassing to
ease him out of his duties for conducting
research misconduct investigations. They’re
going to be reassigned to a new position, the
University Research Standards Officer.”
“I hope they are going to pick somebody good.”
“They have. Yours truly.”
I forced the postcard out of my mind
for a second. “Oh, well, congratulations, Bill.
You certainly seem to know you way around
these investigations.”
“Thanks, Martin.”
“I hope I can return the many favors
you have done for me as my faculty counsel
in the Jenkins case.”
“As a matter of fact, a case has just come
across my desk that you might be able to help
me with. It also involves a female graduate
student. Can we meet tomorrow in my new

office in the administration building? It’s the
office on the left just as you get off the elevator. Say, ten o’clock? ”
“I’ll see you then, Bill.”
I flipped over Aminata’s postcard to the
front. On the bridge, an older woman in the
yellow djellaba is walking next to a younger
woman in a blue tunic and a white scarf going toward the city. A man in black clerical
garb is passing them going in the opposite
direction, away from the city.
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